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Tuss defeats Craig by four votes
By Kevin McRae
Kalmln Reporter

Paul Tuss will be the next ASUM president.
Tuss and vice-presidential candidate Mary McLeod defeated Mike
Craig and running mate Howard Crawford by a four-vote margin in

the ASUM general elections, 736-732.

Ballot counting was not completed until early this morning, and
when the final vote was tallied, the results showed that almost 20
percent of the University of Montana student body voted in the elec
tions.

Dan Henderson was elected ASUM business manager with 689
votes, while write-in candidate Will Freeman received 484 votes.
Central Board election winners are:

MARRIED

STUDENT HOUSING

OFF-CAMPUS

Hooi-Ching Chor (FAIR)

Brenda Miller (FAIR)
Beverly Stoick

Marilyn English (FAIR)
Lynn Exe-O’Neil (FAIR)

ORGANIZED OFF-CAMPUS

Todd Hill (STAR)
ON-CAMPUS

Rod Stoick (FAIR)
Lynn Israel (FAIR)

Brian Dorsett (FAIR)

Dennis Small (FAIR)
Kathy Young (STAR)

Stiff photo by Sew 1 met

Ed Norman (FAIR)

Heidi Johnson

Vernon Finley (FAIR)

Kevin Connor (SING)

Mariah Bettice (STAR)

Scott Snelson

Charles Perry (FAIR)

Kathy Sherry (FAIR)

Terry Schoenen (STAR)

PAUL TUSS, shown here speaking al the ASUM officers’forum two weeks ago, won the

ASUM presidential election yesterday over Mike Craig by four votes.

Wrestler booted after arrest
By Ken Pekoe
KaMln Sport* Report**
A University of Montana wrestler was dismissed
from the team Thursday following the Wednesday
night arrest of himself, two teammates and two
former wrestlers outside a Missoula bar.
Jim Giulio, 21, was informed by head coach
Scott Bliss yesterday that his scholarship will be

taken and that he is off the team.
Giulio, along with teammates John Owens, 19,
and Kevin Cloud, 20, and former wrestlers Thomas
Nelson, 23, and Daniel Sonju, 20, pleaded guilty
Thursday in Municipal Court to disorderly con
duct, failure to disperse, for causing a raucous at
the Carousel, 2200 Stephens Ave.
The five were arrested after a Carousel employee
called police at 10:52 because the men refused to
leave the bar when asked.
Sonju, Giulio and Owens were taken to Missoula
County Jail after the incident and Cloud and Nel
son were released on their own recognizance, ac

cording to police reports.
A Carousel spokeswoman, who was not an eye
witness, said the group took some bottles of liquor
from behind the bar and began drinking them.
When asked to leave, the men refused and police
were called, she said.
According to the spokeswoman, officers led the
group outside and told them not to re-enter the
bar. A short while after police left, the group at
tempted to go inside, she said.
Giulio told the kaimin early Friday moramg that

he and the others returned to the bar to get his car
keys from a friend who was inside.
The doorman would not let Giulio or the others
inside, even after Giulio explained about the keys.
The spokeswoman said she was told one of the
men threw punches at the doorman and one group
member stripped in the doorway.
Giulio claims there was no pushing, punching or
stripping. He said, “We tried to open the door"
and the doorman told us that police were on the
way. Giulio then told the doorman, “I’m not leav
ing until I get my keys."
He did say the group harassed .the doorman.
Police returned, placed the men in handcuffs and
arrested them, according to both Giulio and the
spokeswoman.
“They were being pretty obnoxious," she said,
adding that while inside they “did some breaking,
but I don’t know to what amount."
Giulio said he knew police would return. “That’s
why 1 stayed," he said. "I thought they would
help me get my keys. But they never gave us a
chance to say anything."
Sonju, Giulio and Owens were fined $50 after
entering their plea. Cloud and Nelson were not
fined.
Giulio said he did hot know if his dismissal from
the team was permanent, but said, “I imagine it’s
for good,"
He was the only wrestler involved who was on a
scholarship. According to Giulio, Owens retained
his- football scholarship.

MontPIRG loses
referendum battle

forced ASUM to pass a reso
lution asking the Board of
Regents to return the research
group’s funding to a negative

their registration forms if they
do not want to donate the $2
MontPIRG fee.
There were 511 “no" votes
supporting the decision of the
Board of Regents to change
the system to positive check
off, which requires students
to mark their registrations if
they do wish to contribute the
MontPIRG fee.
Fosbender said MontPIRG
will not accept the regents’
decision, made last year, to
change to a positive check-off
system. She plans to use the
referendum results to prove to
the regents that UM students
support the negative check-off

check-off system.
Julie Fosbender,
Mont
PIRG director, said “it’s an
other vote of support,"
despite the failure to draw
enough voters to make the re
sults binding.
A total of 983 students
voted “yes” to keep the exist
ing negative check-off system
that requires students to mark

system.
“The research is there, the
history is there, and the stu
dents have spoken. I think the
regents should take that into
consideration," she said.
Fosbender said if Mont
PIRG officials cannot persua
de the regents to reverse their
decision,
the organization
“will cease to exist.’’

By Christopher Ransick
Kalmln Reporter

The MontPIRG referendum
failed yesterday, despite hav
ing a 66 percent majority of
the voters in favor of the neg
ative check-off system.
Only 1,494 students voted
on the referendum — about
17 percent of the student
body. At least 25 percent is
required to make the results
“binding," according to the
ASUM Constitution.
A binding result would have

IJpinion
Journalists often face difficult questions
Journalism can be a challenging and
fulfilling career, but at times it can also
be an extremely difficult one.
Everday we are asked to make deci
sions that affect people’s lives — even at
the Kaimin.

Editorial
Do we print a story about a negative
evaluation of a professor even though it
might adversely affect his career? And if
so, do we put it on the front page or on
the inside?
How do we handle a story about a stu
dent who committed suicide? Or a stu
dent who was sexually assaulted?

These are not easy questions and we at
the Kaimin, as at other papers, do not
take them lightly. We discuss them and
try to balance newsworthiness with fair
ness and sensitivity to the people we are
covering.
It is utmost in our minds to make news
stories as non-biased as possible. We take
this seriously.
Yet we are often accused of carrying
on personal vendettas or slanting the
news to support a single side of an issue.
We do not.
However, the editorial page is different
from news stories. Always the second
page in the Kaimin, it is clearly marked
with an “Opinion” banner and is where
Kaimin editors and columnists are al
lowed to, and supposed to, air opinions
about current events.

Obviously some people will disagree
with our editorials and write letters to the
editor in reply, but that is good. Free
speech and open debate are essential in a
free democracy. We, as Americans, are
privileged to have that right.
But even within the Kaimin there are
disagreements about editorial content and
news content. We are never conspiring
against a certain group or individual as
some people seem to believe.
Other problems also arise from edito
rial conflict. For example the Kaimin has
been editorially attacking the current
ASUM administration vigorously. But we
feel we should. We see things that we
feel are wrong and write opinionated edi
torials about them.
But because the Kaimin and ASUM are
intertwined financially it becomes diffi

The AFDC Catch-22
Candace Crosby, Rita D’Andrea and Barbara
Burke of the Women’s Resource Center are
working on a project aimed at determining the
educational needs of single mothers, teen moth
ers, displaced homemakers, low income people
and people with disabilities. The information
gathered by these three women will be given to
the Office of Public Instruction to be presented
in a special session of the Legislature and given
to community service providers. The project
will target four counties: Missoula, Flathead,
Ravalli and Mineral.
1 went to one of their meetings last Monday
night. The women at the meeting all had expe
rience with post-secondary education and they
were all telling the same basic story. The cycles
of school-dropping out-school or work-assist
ance-work were part of the patterns of their
lives. Women who find themselves in the role
of sole support of their children have choices
to make concerning their futures.
One option is to apply for Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC). Some
AFDC recipients are second or third generation
welfare families, they have lived no other way.
Some AFDC recipients are new to the social
welfare system and hope they do not have to
stay on the roles. Some have returned to the
welfare department for help after working for
awhile in seasonal or low-paying jobs.
These women have come to the realization
that the only way to pull themselves out of the
welfare-work-welfare cycle is to get an educa
tion. It would take a mininum of $10,900 dol
lars to cover the basic needs of a hypothetical
family of three (mother and two pre-school
children) while the mother is attending the Uni
versity full time. I’m talking about basic needs
here, not stretch limos and C-notes. Medical
expenses and entertainment were not included
in this budget, which was worked out by Juliet
te Devitt of Phoenix, Julie Fosbender of Mont
PIRG, Lynn Exe-O’Neil of the Women’s Re
source Center and myself. The largest financial
aid award (which includes work-study, loans,
and grants) this student can qualify for is
about $8000. There is obviously a gap of more
than$2000. This is where the social welfare sys
tem could step in and do something positive
and constructive for the financially dependent
student.

cult for us try to appear objective. Some
people may feel we are blindly lashing
out in anger at ASUM for cutting our
budget. We are not.
But because of this we are even more
careful to make sure news stories about
ASUM are fair. We do not use the paper
to “get”people whom we don’t like. That
would be abhorrent to our journalistic
principles and our sense of fairness.

However, we are not above error. We
strive to avoid mistakes, but we do make
them. When we do we try to catch them
and correct them. We are students who
are learning a profession...and we are
human.

Eric Troyer

BLOOM COUNTY

Janie
Sullivan
by Berke Breathed
However, with the current rules of the welfa
re department, the AFDC recipient has several
options — all of which are disincentives to bet
tering her life. If her children are under age
six, she can stay home (is, in fact, encouraged

to stay home) and do nothing for her monthly
benefits. If she decides to go to school, the
AFDC office will declare her a mandatory
WIN (Work Incencentive program) participant.
The WIN program, administered by Job Ser
vice, is specifically designed to get AFDC recip
ients off welfare and to work. I have no quar
rel with that, but I do feel that getting someone
a job at a low wage for a short period of lime
is not productive in the long run. The WIN
program will not agree to a work plan that in
cludes a four-year university program, or even

a two-year vo-tech program. If the AFDC re
cipient insists on getting her education, the
WIN office will sanction her for not attending
their program. When she is sanctioned, her
AFDC benefits are cut and income that is vital
to the family is lost.
The cycle of school-drop out-welfare-workwelfare starts all over again, at a much higher
cost to the taxpayer than if the woman was al
lowed to finish her education, get a good job,
and become a taxpayer herself.
The women who are conducting this study
will present a workable plan to the Office of
Public Instruction using the ideas gathered at
meetings similar to the one I attended Monday
night. It is obvious that changes need to be
made in the social welfare programs, changes
that will be more cost-effective than the selfperpetuating programs in effect now.

Janie Sullivan is a junior in journalism.
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B.S. Burt
EDITOR: Chalk one more up
for you, B.S. Burt. 1 hate to add
to your infinite store of fan
mail, but your comic strip on
Thursday compelled me.

First, I’d like to congratulate
you for once more stepping
beyond the bounds of party-ad

vocacy to enter the Always-AIways Land of Yellow Journal
ism. Have you ever considered
moving to Europe to write for a
reactionary daily/weekly journal.
You’d go over well; attacking
candidates is ordinary,
but
smearing running mates -what a
thought! Having run against
Howard and Mary, I can tell you
that they’re not only articulate,
intelligent and want to act in the

students’ behalf (yes, even the
conservatives), but they’ve also
got more guts and committment
than you could ever hope to
have. I didn’t notice your name
on the ballots yesterday, Brad
darling.
Last, BSB, did you ever stop,
in the heat of your hero worship
of any non-liberals, and think
about the possibility that Bill
Mercer may not want your
name, and your “journalistic ef
forts,” associated with his name
or politics? Or is this just an
other pompous, chauvinistic, re
actionary presumption?
Shawn Glen
Junior,
Political Science/History

inion
Petition

circulated around a campus
every year I find it interesting
that the only three to be signed
by over 1,000 people were the
petitions
supporting
WSIC,
MontPIRG and the one circu
lated by my group requesting
wilderness designation for the
Rocky Mountain Front. I think
that should make it apparent
where the students on this cam
pus are coming from.
Several CB members say the
wording on the petition is un
clear. Bull. It clearly stated that
we wanted the CB to vote on the
resolution as well as a referen
dum requesting the budget be
redone. The CB dismissed it with
bad feelings. We still want to
vote on the budget procedure.
Another argument we hear is
that CB owes it to students who
voted them in to keep the
present budget intact. What
about students who weren’t here
last Spring? They hold no rights
to fair representation? Mr. Cawl
ey says it’s just politics. Nixon
received overwhelming support
to the tune of something like
58% of the popular vote in his
re-election. Yet when he abused
his powers the American people
strongly disapproved and he re-|
signed in disgrace. Bill Mercer |
also has abused his power. We
want him to leave office. That is

EDITOR: In response lo the
article by Tamara Mohawk con
cerning the Bill Mercer petition,
1 would like to set the record
straight. There appears to be
confusion within the minds of
the Central Board as to why the
petition requesting Mercer’s res
ignation was circulated. 1 auth
ored the petition. And here’s
why.
When I first arrived here at the
U of M last fall 1 was amazed at
the actions of the student body
President. When he proposed
that the contents of the Kaimin
be subject to a review board, this
was the first warning to me that
something was amiss. I could
hardly believe that a person of
his age and position had no un
derstanding of the right to free
speech. His attempt at exercising
control over the student news
paper does not sit well with the
principles of our free society. I
work summers as a law enforce
ment ranger in Yellowstone Nat’l
Park and I believe strongly in
the laws of our country. Mercer
was deluged with criticism con
cerning that move and he wisely
discarded that vain attempt at si
lencing the press. But other im
proprieties were on the way.
Mercer
has
admitted
he also politics.
And finally, as you may know,
'stacked the deck’ on CB with
people who share his political the Badger Chapter of the Gla
philosophy. The CB advisor cier/Two Medicine Alliance, of
states that this is just politics and which I am President, received
is not unfair. So be it. But when zero funding. Wc don’t care. 1
he casts an absentee vote for one don’t even think we should be
of his colleagues (which is pro funded by ASUM. We submitted
hibited within the ASUM by a budget request because wc do
serve a lot of students and be
laws) it is not fair, or legal.
Ann McKittrick says the peti cause wc felt wc had as legiti
tion is, “purely vindictive.’’ Lisa mate a claim to funding as many
Pouliot asked Steve Smith, who of the groups who requested
introduced
the
resolution, funding. Like the Yearbook
“What kind of personal vendetta Committee. Do you know that
do you have against Bill Mercer? story? That it will cost them $45
per copy to make them? That
Ann and Lisa, this is no vin they plan on selling them for
dictive vendetta. 1 hold no ha $20? That only 300 students ex
tred for Bill Mercer, only in pressed a desire to purchase one?
dignation. He told me, “It’s not That the Committee received
my job to seek out the opinions nearly $18,000 of ASUM money
of students on this campus.” to subsidize this enterprise for
There is no question in my mind less than 5% of the student
that Bill believes this to be true. body?
And when it comes to being vin
The petition stems not from
dictive I think you should con hatred or vindictiveness, wc want
sider the statements and actions fair and just representation and
of our president. He told an ac wc don't want it tomorrow, we
quaintance of mine that the want it yesterday.
Women’s Resource Center would Michael G. Bader
not receive their budget request Sophomore,
because, "They haven't done Recreation Management
anything for me in the last
year.”
It is also no secret that the
Kaimin and Bill Mercer arc not
in love with each other. But SI
EDITOR: Little wonder that
out of a request for $10,000? our student government allocated
such paltry funding to the Wil
Vindictive?
And WSIC? After overwhelm derness Studies and Information
ing student and faculty support Center. Our president is no
was shown for this group the CB doubt representative for that
and Mr, Mercer ignored this sup small but visible constituency
port and axed WSIC anyway. who took advantage of the
With all the petitions which are year's first warm weekend to lit-

Superfund

D(X)nesbury

by garry trudeau

Doonesbury

by garry trudeau

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

ter the trail up Mt. Sentinel with
beer and wine debris, including a
literal wastecanful at the top of
the “M" (make a great snap for
the new Yearbook). Perhaps
Central Board should set aside a
Superfund for the inevitable t
cleaning up after those who
should best remain indoors when

resembles a sandwich bag, the
can be used more profitably, to
anticonservation barriers would
thoughtless others an item that
needs to be thrown out a moving be broken. He would soon learn
other things could be recycled,
car’s window, preferably at an
like newspapers, bottles, and
other motorist.
metal. Saved and recycled, these

Plastic bags, however, the
sandwich kind, were the objects
of lunchtime conversation. To
my friend, they experience only
trashing themselves.
one life, or rather, one use.
Ron Scholl
When asked why, he replies,
Graduate
they get dirty, they don’t cost
that much, or he echoes my orig
inal question, why not? Well for
the record, exerting energy and
flipping the bag over will extract
those dirty crumbs, and a class
in consumer awareness would
EDITOR: Lunch time has al quiet the second rebuttal. The
ways been my salvation, my re “why” question is the one 1
freshment in the intermission of
want to reply to.
classes. The conversation began
Conservation starts with the
mildly, then it turned to plastic
bags and the recyclers ethic, and little things, such as plastic bags.
Extinguishing the life of a
1 lost my appetite.
Forms of recyclable goods are healthy plastic bag after only one
endless, but when first thought use just adds to the 5 lbs. of gar
of, the word conjures up an bage an American donates to the
image of an aluminum can. Gold city sanitary fill each day. If per
to any transient or basic down- haps the patriot would use his
on-his-luck Joe, to me just an bag twice or maybe until its time
eyesore on the landscape that has really come and it no longer

Conservation

would produce revenue, more
garbage space in the trash can,
and possibly a tear in the eye
from knowing the right thing
had been done.
Now, if we visualize every per
son doing this, it can be readily
seen what a cleaner, healthier,
and more beautiful earth ours
would be. Nor is that all it
would do. Natural resources arc
becoming increasingly harder to
find and to acquire. Through
wise use of recyclable goods wc
can prolong the date at which
they will no longer be found or
when they become available only

to the rich.
I hope this has all been under
stood, especially to my friend, it
would be shameful had it only
been a waste of ink.’
Chris Hathaway
Freshman, Forestry

Continued on page 10.
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rEntertainment
This year’s model
Good clean sex from China
the river is long, but the tears
come cleanly and correctly.

By Ross Best
Kaimin Reviewer

The River Without Buoys: Sev
eral years ago China exported a
film called The Opium War. It
dealt with the incivilities of the
same name between the Chinese
and the British in 1839-1842. It
looked at the big picture and left
the details in the dust.

Review
And it was very sincere propa
ganda. The Chinese patriots be
haved suspiciously like George
Washington and the Continental
Congress. They pledged alle
giance to apple pie. And they
won the war.

Grade: B.

The Tin Drum: Is it that Oskar
had the maturity at age three to
decide not to grow up, or rather
that he is the onliest child of all
time? Hitler is background music
here, but eminently hummable.
Sort of like The Color Purple,
but with hobnail boots.
Grade: A Minus.

Jaberwocky: An unchaperoned
field trip to a medieval suburb
without cable television. Not for
all distastes, but the Dark Ages
have never looked so vivacious.
Grade: Incomplete.

In real life, however, the home
team got skunked. The treacher
ous English agreed to keep an
eye on Hong Kong for 150 years
or so, the eager-to-please Chi
nese agreed to addict themselves
to opium for a while, and Japan
bombed Pearl Harbor.
Missoula’s introduction to the
People’s Republic’s cinema came
last fall with the much acclaimed
and dreadful epic The Go Mas
ters. Boring and bogus. Art and
politics don’t mix and match.
This year’s model—the saints
be praised—dares to be youthful
and awkward and romantic and
wise. One-fifth of the world’s
adrenalin needs pumping, and
this is a good start.
Time is a river. Raftsmen fall
in love (and quite smashingly,
too).The Cultural Revolution,
which is neither cultural nor a
revolution, cuts off the tail of
capitalism to spite a billion faces
(1966-1976). Hearts are on hold.
The technique falters a bit and

Photo courtwy World Entertainment

A SCENE FROM “THE RIVER WITHOUT BUOYS”: Time is a river, and raftsmen fall in love.

Weekend Arts Preview
• Guitarist Chris Proctor, winner of a national fingerpicking
competition in 1982, will conduct a free workshop for players
of all levels Sunday at 2 p.m. at Bitterroot Music, 529 S. Hig
gins. The event is sponsored by Taylor Guitars of San Diego.
• The weekend music calendar is full all around. There will be
a free choral concert Friday at 8 p.m. in the Music Recital
Hall, followed on Sunday by a Missoula Symphony Orchestra
concert at 7:30 p.m. in the Wilma Theater. Appearing with the
Symphony will be pianist Megan Monahan, a sophomore at
Butte High and winner of the 1986 Young Artist Competition.
Tickets are $10, $8, $6.50 and $5, with a $1 student discount.
And folksingcr Larry Long will perform for Farm Action
Montana Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Union Hall club, 208 E.
Main. Admission is $3 in advance, $4 at the door.
• Both the University of Montana’s “Escapades of Don Juan”
and the Missoula Children’s Theater production of “The Pi
rates of Penzance” continue Friday and Saturday. “Don
Juan” is playing in the Performing Arts and Radio/TV
Center’s Open Space theater; “Pirates” is at the Front Street
Theater, 221 E. Front. Curtain time for both is 8 p.m. In addi
tion, “Pirates” offers 2 p.m. matinees Saturday and Sunday,
with an evening show on Sunday as well.
• Shelley Sanders and UM creative writing czar William Pitt
Root will read from their work Sunday at 7 p.m. in Forestry
305. Free.

Start photo by Verina Palmar

MUSIC AND THEATER
highlight weekend arts. Na
tional fingerpicking champion
Chris Proctor (right) will con
duct an acoustic guitar clinic
in Missoula Sunday, and the
University of Montana's pro
duction of “The Escapades of
Don Juan” (cast members
Jonn Jorgensen and Mary
Meyer, above) continues its
two-week run.
Photo court My Flying full Records

HELEN J. OLSON SCHOLARSHIP
The Helen J. Olson scholarships are established for
students of literature or history based on academic excellence
and financial need and are administered by the dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences.
ONE WAY FROM MISSOULA
Billings$29
Phoenix................... $78
San Diego.............. $88
Las Vegas..............$78
Minneapolis............ $88
• No Advance Purchase
• Fares expire April 30th
• No refund lor
lost or stolen tickets

Denver.................... $39
Los Angeles............ $88
Colo. Springs..........$39
Reno....................... $88
Chicago................... $88

Dairy
Queen

Persons who will, in 1986-87, be juniors or seniors with

1800 RUSSELL
Montana Bank Bldg.

721-7844

• No Restrictions
• Fares slightly higher
effective May 1st
• Subject to
availability

Office Hours
Mon.-Fri.
8 am-5 pm

or history are eligible to apply if:
a.

They have a cumulative grade point average of 3.40
at the time of application; and

b.

They have been certified as eligible for financial aid

of the College of Arts and Sciences (LA 101) a letter of

TOM’

application

(which

should

be

a

substantial personal

statement), an example of his/her writing — typically an
essay previously submitted as a class assignment — and a

‘Travel effective April 1st thru June 6th

certification of financial need. Awards will be announced on

• Fares good for travel up to April 30th

May 1.

• Subject to Availability

The minimum award will be no less than $800 (depending

Call Today For Details
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NOW
OPEN
featuring

by the financial aids office.
To apply, an applicant must submit by April 11 to the dean

Round Trip From Missoula Sun Destinations

•Maul.................$438 ‘Honolulu.............. $438
Cancun..............$356 Puerto Vallarta....$360
Mazatlan............. $340 Acapulco............. $450

a declared major in literature (English or foreign language)

on availability of funds) for two or three scholarships.

Nutwhips
Blizzards
Shakes
Sundaes
Long Hot Dogs
& Much More
Open 11 a.m.*11 p.m.
2 Locations
Higgins & Strand
& 93 Strip

Williams to appear on Letterman show March 20
By Adina

Lindgren

UfcMn Report**
Missoula author and radio per
sonality Kim Williams will be on
the

David

Ixtterman

show

Thursday, Mar. 20 to talk about
her latest book.

The book, “Kim Williams’
Book of Uncommon Sense: A
Practical Guide to Almost Every
thing,” has attracted nationwide
attention and prompted a mon
th-long promotional tour and the
Letterman invitation.
Williams expresses her views
on health, marriage, happiness,
fashion, death, politics and more
in her book.
Williams has written four
books and is known for her
radio commentaries, which are
broadcast on National Public
Radio’s “All Things Consid

ered” from the University of
Montana station KUFM. She
also teaches a class on edible
plants at UM and writes a week
ly column for the Missoulian.
She said the the number of
promotional speaking engage
ments increased since she was in
vited to be on the Letterman
show.
Williams said this is the third
time she has been scheduled to
talk on the show about her latest
book. Her other appearances,
scheduled earlier this year, were
canceled because of program
ming conflicts.
Williams said her tour agenda
includes radio talk shows, televi
sion appearances and autograph
parties.
The tour, which begins next
week, is sponsored by her pub-

lisher, HP Books. It will include
appearances in Boston, Philadel
phia, New York City, Toronto,
Chicago, San Francisco, Los An
geles and Seattle.
“I’m going to be flying to a
different place every two days. I
don’t know if I’ll survive," Wil

liams said.
This is William’s second
promotional tour. Her first was
a week-long promotional tour
for her book, “Eating Wild
Plants” which was published in
1980.
Before her tour begins, Wil
liams will be a guest speaker
with Madison County Sheriff
Johnny France, the man credited
for the capture of mountain men
Dan and Don Nichols, at a
Northwest Book Seller’s Confer
ence brunch at the Sheraton in
Missoula March 9.

Stall photo hj

NMt Musi

KIM WILLIAMS

UM official doubts building plans will get legislative funding
school is in severe need of the
new building. He said it is a top
Kaimin Raportar
It's doubtful the University of priority because the building
Montana will get the nearly $30 used now is “a 1950s era facil
million it requested for long- ity.”
range building projects from the
’’There’s no question of the
1987 Legislature, Glen Williams,
need,” Connole said. "It’s a
UM vice president for fiscal af
question of whether the re
fairs, said yesterday.
sources are available.”
But Williams said the request
UM was denied funding for a
is only in a preliminary stage and
new business building by the
it's difficult to tell what the Leg
1985 Legislature. “We’re going
islature will do.
This year UM has requested to make as strong a proposal as
slightly less than $30 million to wc can,” he said.

By Brian Justice

pay for a new business admin
A larger building is needed, he
istration building and additions said, to meet the school’s in
and renovations to several other creasing enrollment.
buildings.
In addition, he said, 17 faculty
The requests arc listed as fol
and teaching assistants have their
lows:
•$12.5 million for a new business offices located in other UM
buildings because the current
administration building.
building is too small to house
•$10.5 million for renovations
and additions to the Mansfield them.

Library, the Chemistry Pharma
cy Building, the Science Complex
and the Men’s Gymnasium.
•$6.5 million for health and
safety improvements, including a
plan to make many campus
buildings accessible to handi

The school has also expanded
its master’s degree programs in
business administration and ac
counting, Connolc said, and the
building has no seminar or con
ference rooms.

capped students,
Robert Connolc, acting dean
of the UM School of Business
Administration, said the business

He added that the computer
lab is inadequate because the
room was not designed for com
puters.
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Pop Quiz
1. When was the John Birch
Society founded?
2. How many people docs it
take to have a riot?
3. Who wrote Down and Out
in Paris in London?

4. What is the capital city of
Sri Lanka?
5. On what day of the year
does James Joyce’s Ulysses
take place?

Supply Corps. Graduate level training

provided (fully paid). Comprehensive
benefits. BS/BA degree, U.S. citizenship

and under age 28 required. Must pass
aptitude test and physical exam. Call

Mon.-Fri. 9-3 (1-800-426-3626) or sign up
campus visit from 15-16 April 1986. F-49
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Feaver said she probably won’t legislative sessions, the 1985 Leg
recommend to Gov. Ted Schwin- islature didn’t authorize a major
den that the state supplement the bonded long-range building pro
cash program with a bonded gram. Schwindcn didn’t recom
portion because of the state’s mend a bonded program then
because of the tight budget and
However, the state may have economic condition.
because he didn’t want to in
only $7-8 million available in
Under a bonded program, crease the state’s indebtedness.
1987 for the Legislature to spend
bonds are sold to provide imme
on the cash portion of the build
diate money for a building pro
ing program, according to an es
gram, and the state must repay
timate given to the Great Falls
MONTANA KAIMIN
the money over a longer period,
Tribune by Ellen Feaver, director
EXPRESSING 88 YEARS
often 20 years.
of the Department of Admin
OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM
For the first time in several
istration.

About $150 million worth of
state long-range building projects
has been requested for the 198789 budget period.

Law Rights: A Massive Threat
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The Montana Trial Lawyers Association (MTLA)
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Sports
Coaches give edge in MWAC to UM
Written by Ken Pekoe
Kaimin Sports Reporter

Lady Vandals
Loaded with talent and blessed with experience,
the Idaho Lady Vandals are a team capable of
going far in the NCAA tournament.
That is, if they get into the NCAA tourney.
Idaho, the MW AC’s number two seed, plays to
night at 8:30 against third-seeded Eastern Washing
ton.
The Lady Vandals won the MWAC regular sea
son title last year with a 13-1 mark, waltzed
through the post-season tourney, downing Mon
tana 80-57 for the title, and finished with a 28-2
record.
The only Idaho losses were to Eastern Washing
ton in MWAC play and a season-ending defeat to
the University of Southern Califoria in the NCAA
tourney.
“We come in with a veteran team,” Idaho coach
Pat Dobratz said Thursday. “We’ve got the experi
ence edge and will try to exploit that.”
Rule out all the intangibles, tough defense, etc.
When Idaho is on the mark from the field, they
are tough to beat.
“I feel everytime we shoot well, we will win,”
Dobratz said.
She couldn’t be any more correct.
The Lady Vandals lead the nation in field-goal

percentage with a .541 mark. Only four times this
season has Dobratz thought her team shot poorly.
All four times they lost, twice to Montana.
“The key for our team is to shoot good-percent
age shots,” she said.
Idaho has a potent inside game, led by 6 foot 4
inch All-American candidates Mary Raese and
Mary Westerwelle.
The two senior centers are second and fourth in
MWAC scoring, with Raese averaging 20.4 and
Westerwelle 17.0 points per game. Westerwelle also
grabs 7.9 rebounds per game, fifth in the league.
Raese shoots a sizzling 66.2 percent from the
field to lead the MWAC and Westerwelle follows
at 62.4 percent.
The guard position is where Dobratz gives her
club the edge over EWU.
“Our guards are seniors, their’s are sopho
mores,” she said. “We will try and keep them off
balance, pressure them.”
She said the team will stick with its 2-3 zone de
fense and hope to hold EWU star Brenda Souther
to 20 points. “We can’t let her explode for 35."
Dobratz is picking Montana as the favorite and
would like a rematch with the Lady Griz, although
she said her club can’t overlook EWU.

Lady Griz
First the good news.
History was made this week for the University of
Montana women’s basketball program as USAToday rated the Lady Griz in its top-25 national
poll.
Tabbed 24th in the poll, this is the first time a
UM women’s basketball team has been included in
a listing of the nation’s top teams, according to
UM head coach Robin Selvig.

St«ff photo by Karen Budiantn.

“They can’t change personnel," he said, refer
ring to a teams* limits. “There are no real secrets.
We’ve played each other twice.”

He said Montana is a little taller than MSU and
both teams are even in quickness. The big edge for
Montana, according to Selvig, is in Montana’s
depth.

LADY VANDALS Mary Westerwelle, left, and Mary Raese are
ranked eighth and third in the nation, respectively, in field-goal per
centage. The pair will lead Idaho into action tonight against Eastern
Washington at 8:30 in Dahlberg Arena.

Lady Bobcats-------

The underdog in the tourna
ment has to be Montana State.
With a 13-12 overall mark, 7-7
And the bad news: The last time an MWAC
in MWAC play, the Lady Bob
team was ranked in a national poll it lost its next
cats will need to play near-per
The balanced Lady Griz, who have no player
game.
fect basketball to earn an NCAA
listed among the MWAC scoring or rebounding
trip.
Earlier this season Idaho was ranked 20th by the leaders, are led in scoring by 6-foot-l sophomore
And at times during the season
Associated Press before being knocked out of the forward Marti Leibenguth at 11.9 points per game.
they have.
poll with a loss to Montana.
______________ She also grabs 5.5 rebounds a game.
For example, MSU pulled the
upset of the conference season
Selvig hopes tradition won’t
Senior 6-foot-l center Sharia
play a part for Montana in this
by beating then 20th-ranked
Muralt follows in scoring at 10.0
Idaho 80-78 in January.
weekend’s MWAC tourney.
points per game and leads the
But the team has had its low
team
in
rebounding
with
6.3
a
The top-seeded, 24-3 Lady
points also, including a 72-46
game.
Griz will face fourth-seeded
homecourt loss to Montana last
Montana State tonight at 6:30 in
Other top scorers are: Cheryl
weekend.
the tournament’s opening game.
Brandell, 9.5, Dawn Silliker, 9.0,
The Lady Cats, seeded fourth,
Margaret Williams, 7.3, and Lisa
Montana owns two lopsided
will have a chance at revenge to
McLeod
and
Natalie
Streeter,
wins over the Lady Cats, includ
night when they tangle with topboth at 6.4.
ing a 72-46 decision last week
seeded Montana at 6: 30.
end. But Selvig isn’t about to
Statistically, Montana leads the
MSU trailed by five points at
look past MSU.
MWAC in fewest points allowed
halftime in the last Montana
In last week’s win, MSU shot
(53.5), defensive field-goal per
game, but shooting woes ended
21 percent for the game, some
centage, allowing opponents to
the Lady Cats’ chance at an
thing Selvig sees as a combina
hit just 373 percent from the
upset. In the game, MSU shot
tion of great Montana defense
field, and rebounding margin,
just 21 percent from the field.
and an off-day for MSU.
5.9 per game.
Head coach Garry Schwartz
“They won’t shoot 21 percent
said Thursday that high-percentOf
course, stats don’t win
again,” Selvig said Thursday,
age shooting is the key to his
games.
“no matter how good our de
club’s chance at winning.
fense is.”
“Obviously, people think we
Schwartz says his team needs
He said he does expect some
are going to win,” Selvig said of
“patience in the offense" and
new “wrinkles” in the Lady Cat___________________________
the tourney outcome. “If we
scoring out of people other than
game plan, but nothing too drastic. Montana’s Margaret Williams.
play well, we will.”
Kathleen McLaughlin.
“He (MSU coach Gary Schwartz) isn’t getting as
much out of his bench,” Selvig said, comparing
the two teams.

McLaughlin leads the MWAC
in scoring at 20.6 points per
game and is second in rebound
ing with 10.3 a game.
“We’ve have four others cap
able of scoring,” he said. “We
need a better perimeter game.”
The four others Schwartz
spoke of were Jennifer McGary,
a 5-foot-8 guard averaging 9.4
points a game, Tracy Hill, a 5foot-11 forward scoring at 12.7
points a game, Marty Rustan, a
5-foot-10 forward who tallies 8.3
points a game, and 5-foot-7
guard Kelly Angelos, who chips

in 8.5 points a game.
Schwartz said he thinks UM
will concentrate on stopping the
four perimeter players surround
ing McLaughlin and allow Kath
leen to “take what she gets.”
He says his club has tried sev

eral different defenses to stop
Montana and nothing has been
effective.
Schwartz said, “Their balance

is kind of scary.
“Whatever we do, we can’t
match up with them. They’re too
big.”
In his view, Montana is the
tourney
doubt.”

favorite

“without

See ‘Lady Eagles,’ page 7.
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Griz to face Weber in semi-final
Griz 68 Idaho 60
By Mike Olinger

UMklfOtlMir

RfcNO—The Montana Grizzlies were out-rebounded

remainder of the game.
“I just had to get it done,” Boyd said after the game.
“He was the man they were looking to and 1 had to do

13 ticks left on the clock to gne UNR an 80-79 lead.
But Hampton took the inbound pass, drove the length
of the floor, dribbled around and rolled in a 12 footer

the job.”
Montgomery said, “We had to go to man because
they were just putting it in the hole.” After the switch,

at the buzzer.
Harden, who led all scorers with 28 points, had hit a

he said, “ ... we were stopping them and we were more

confident on offense."
Despite being more confident, Montana could not put
the
Vandals away. Montana missed two easy lay-ups
last night.
It was a game of contrast in every category except de within 20 seconds at the eight-minute mark, which
fense. Idaho held Montana’s Larry Krystkowiak and would have given the Griz a 12-point lead.
In the last seven minutes Idaho got as close as five
I arty McBride to a total of one offensive rebound for
points, but key buckets by Scott Zanon and Todd Po
the game.
and out-shot from three-point range, but overcame the
Idaho Vandals 68-60 in Big Sky Tourney play in Reno

well kept the game out of reach.
Idaho’s Luckett led all scorers with 19 points. Mon
tana was led by McBride's 16 points followed by Kryston the boards.
The Grizzlies’ victory margin came from the free kowiak’s 13. Krystkowiak led in rebounding with 11.
Montana will play the Weber State Wildcats tonight at
throw line. They were 17 of 24 from the line compared
to 7 of 13 for Idaho. The grizzlies also had 10 steals and 9 p.m.
just five turnovers compared to Idaho’s three steals and
After the game both Krystkowiak and head coach
Mike Montgomery gave Idaho credit for boxing out well

MSU 81 Reno 80

17 turnovers.
The Grizzlies hit three of six three-point attempts
while Idaho hit nine' of 17, five in the first half which
By Mike Olinger
enabled them to stay close at the half, trailing 37-35.
Kafanln Sport* Editor
In the second half Ken Luckett hit Idaho’s first three
RENO—In a matter of seconds, Nevada-Reno’s Rob
shots and the Vandals led 41-40. Lucket had 17 points Harden brought his Wolf Pack from a five-point deficit
at the 17-minute mark when Montana changed from its to a one-point lead. But it was all for naught, as Mon
tana State’s Tony Hampton hit a last second jumper to
traditional zone defense to a man-to-man.
John Boyd drew the job of stopping Luckett. And give the Bobcats an 81-80 win.
stop him he did, as Luckett scored just two points the
Harden hit his second three pointer in 10 seconds with

30-foot three pointer with 23 seconds left.
The Bobcats, who had lost both regular season meet
ings with the Wolf Pack, race top-seed Northern Ari
zona in a Friday semi-final match-up at 7 p.m.
Senior center Greg Walters led MSU with 18 points
and 13 rebounds and junior forward Krai Ferch had 18

points and 6 boards.
But it was the play of MSU guards Hampton and Ray
Willis that kept the Bobcats in the game.
They combined for 26 points and handled the ball in

the clutch
Reno was a two-man show, with senior forward
Duane Randall adding 22 points and 11 boards to go

with Harden’s effort.

Weber 79 Boise 76
By Mike Olinger
Kaimin Sports Editor

RENO—Weber State senior guard Alan Campbell hit
a 21-foot three-point field goal at the buzzer to give the
Wildcats a 79-76 victory over the Boise State Broncos in
the first game of the Big Sky Tournament in Reno yes

terday afternoon.
Weber led 34-28 at the half and never trailed again.
Boise State fell behind by 18 points with 11:40 to go,
57-39.

Lady Eagles
(ontinued from page 6.

After three losses to the Idaho
Lady Vandals this season, the
Lady Eagles are hoping their
fourth meeting will be a charm.
EWU finished third in the
MWAC with a 9-5 conference re
cord, 14-11 overall, and will face
second-seeded Idaho in the first
round of the league tournament
tonight at 8:30.
After being crushed by the
Lady Vandals in November, 8265, EWU has bounced back and
shown it can compete with

Idaho.
In their last two meetings,
EWU lost 69-61 and 71-64.
"The only way for us to win
Friday is to play good basketball
for 40 minutes," EWU head

coach Bill
Thursday.

Smithpeters

said

He said his club has been able
to play well for an entire game
against some dubs, such as
Montana, but not against Idaho.
“We go flat for moments against
them ... they’re too strong for us
to suffer a let down.’’

In their last meeting, the Lady
Eagles led by 10 points with
about 10 minutes left in the
game, but couldn’t protect the

lead, according to-Smithpeters.
In order for EWU to knock
off Idaho, Smithpeters says his
club must not only play aggres
sive defense, but also show more
ball movement while on offense.
“We’ve also got to cut down
on our turnovers,” he said. “We
can’t have 18 or 20 a game and

expect to beat them.
“Idaho is a very experienced
team. They’re not going to make
a lot of mistakes.”

r,T

IT

Leading the Lady Eagles is 6foot-2 junior center Brenda
Souther.
She led the conference in re
bounding, 11.2 per game, and
blocked shots, 3.9 per game, and
finished third in the scoring race,
averaging 20.3 points per game.

Souther is also the third-best
shooter in the league, hitting on
59.3 percent of her field goal at
tempts.
Six-foot-1 senior forward Cris-

ty Cochran is another of Smith
peters’ weapons, averaging 15
points and 8.8 rebounds a game.
Lisa Danner, another 6-foot-l
forward, chips in 11.2 points a

game.
Sophomore guard Roj Johal
runs the offense and averages 6.2
assists per game, second best in
the MWAC.
Smithpeters .says he thinks
Montana holds a slight edge over
Idaho as the team to beat in the

tourney.
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Women play vital role in rural U.S., speaker says
By Janie Sullivan
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Women have to take an active
role in what is happening in
rural America, Hellen Waller,
president of the National Save
the Farm Family Coalition, said

yesterday
Waller, a member of the
Northern Plains Resource Coun
cil, spoke to about 15 people in
the University Center.
Waller said farmers today are
deeply in debt and farm families
are discouraged. She said the fi

nance
companies
that
are
“breathing down the necks” of
farmers are simply "conduits for
delivering farms into the hands
of big corporations.”
Waller said the heroic thing
women farmers are doing now is
trying to hold the families to
gether in the face of terrible
problems.
There is an awareness by
women, she said, of what is hap
pening to the farm families be
cause women are often the ones
who handle the money. The

farmer himself is so busy with
the actual running of the farm
that he delegates the paper work
to the wife, she said.
Women, Waller said, will get
together and talk about the fi
nancial problems facing them be
fore men will.
She said men have traditionally
been in the forefront in the
farming business. For example,
the man will usually be the one
to deal with the bank or lending
institution when it comes to
financing the year’s crops, she

said.
That role is changing and the
women are emerging as very
strong leaders in dealing with the
family farm crisis, Waller said.

the farm crisis in a different light
than do men because the men do
not want to admit that there is a
problem and they cannot fix it
themselves.
Women, on the other hand,
will tend to speak out and ask
for help sooner because of their
concerns for family over pride,
she said.
Waller was speaking in a spe
cial Brown. Bag Series sponsored
by the Women’s Resource Cen
ter.

Women arc becoming the ones
to mobilize the community, she
said, and they are the ones who
will call an advocate first.
The advocate, she said, will ac
company the farmer to the bank
and help him deal with the loan
officer when talking about ways
to finance the farm operation.
Women, she said, tend to see

UM professor strives to make Montana huckleberry famous
By Dan Black

may become a cash crop if
Stark’s predictions come true.

Kaimin Reporter

Armed with 3,000 plants, three
professional technicians, a fed
eral grant and the berry most
Montanans think is best, Nellie
Stark is set on making a name
for the Montana huckleberry.

Stark, a University of Mon
tana forestry professor, studies,
tastes, grows and measures huck
leberries with hopes of discover
ing the best formula for growing
huckleberries profitably.
The Montana huckleberry,
which is a type of blueberry,

With the right mixture of sci
ence and notoriety, Stark says,
four years.
Montana will have a “multi-mil
In the meantime, she is study
lion dollar business.”
ing how soils and climate affect
“It’s by far the best tasting pie growth of other plants. She also
berry in the United States,” she looks to Western Montana for
said. “Much better than a regu what she calls “superior strains”
— ones that are resistant to dis
lar blueberry.”
ease, cold and drought and taste
Although Montanans harvest
the best.
tons of the small dark berry, no
The huckleberry industry is
one commercially cultivates it.
Stark hopes to change that with growing in this state, Stark said,
and it’s time technology helped
her research.
out.

Stark plans to add 2,000 plants
to the 3,000 already growing in
UM greenhouses.
The study on huckleberries has

$025
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I
I
I
I

But the project can only go so
fast. Plants started as part of her
research in carefully cultivated
areas won’t fully produce for

been “quite successful,” Stark from frost and dehydration,
said, but several problems have which kills the tops of the plant
and prevents it from flowering.
to be worked out.
This is the third year Stark has
She said it’s unclear why huck
leberry fields produce less after researched huckleberries at UM,
she said, adding there is no other
about 20 years.
The plant needs one-third of research being done. But as peo
the daylight to be shaded and ple realize the value of cultiva
by placing the plants in carefully tion, it’s only a matter of time
pruned orchards, sunlight can be before methods are established,
she said.
controlled, she said.

Cherry growers in the Flathead
Valley have agreed to grow some
plants in orchards as an experi
ment, she said.
Another problem with huckle
berry production is the tendency
for the plant not to produce if
there isn’t enough snow covering
the ground in early spring. Stark
said snow protects the plant
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UM group to take Asian student to Vienna
By Angela Astle
Kaftntn Agportsr
When Saioru Narita of Ha
kodate, Japan, came to the
United States last fall in his first
trip abroad, he had no idea he
would be going to Vienna, Aus
tria, six months later.
Narita, a 23-year-old exchange
student from Sophia University
in Tokyo, will be the first for
eign student to travel with the
UM
Chamber
Chorale
to
Vienna. The chorale, which stud
ied and performed in Vienna in
1980 and 1983, will make its
third trip Spring Quarter.
Narita, a senior in English,
sings tenor in the chorale as well
as in the University Choir, the

up to me and say ‘hello’ or Sophia University, Nanta says.
‘what's up.’ ... 1 think the peo However, ,te adds, in Japan stu
ple in
Missoula
are very dents must take tough exams be
fore graduation to place them in
friendly.”
Narita says he chose the Uni jobs,
versity of Montana, because it is
Narita says he is not sure what
located in a small city. He says
he will do with his Englishhe was tired of living in Tokyo,
which has more than 8.5 million speaking skills when he returns
to Japan, but he would like to
residents.
work for a trading company.
He also says he wanted to
come to the United States to
Besides English and Japanese,
meet new people and learn about
Narita speaks French. He docs
other cultures.
not speak any German, the na
“It’s boring when there are a
tive language of Austria, but this
lot of Japanese,” he says with a
doesn't seem to concern him.
grin, “There are a lot of Japa

Renaissance Ensemble and the like it.”
But even though Narita likes
Mendelssohn Club. He has been
singing since grade school where American music, he was a little
he was a member of the glee uneasy about meeting American
people, who have a particular
club.
Donald Carey, UM music pro reputation in Japan.
He says, “In Japan, they say,
fessor and conductor of the
chorale, says he is impressed ‘The U.S.A. is very dangerous.
with Narita’s voice and his seri Everyone has a gun.’ But I think
it’s a very safe place.”
ous interest in music.
Narita says he thinks it’s safe
“The thing I’m most im
pressed with is that he’s very because everyone here has been
eager to sing,’’ Carey said re especially nice to him and has
cently. “He’s going to be able to made him feel welcome and at
immerse himself in the tremen ease. He says he did not expect
this.
dous music culture.”
“I was very surprised to see
Narita says he likes all kinds
of music, including American many Americans kind to me,”
rock ’n’ roll. “We get MTV in he says. “It’s very unusual to me
Japan,” he says with a grin. “I for people I don’t know to come

nese in Tokyo.”
Classes at UM are about the
same in difficulty as classes at

Possibility of alcohol-related wrecks
causes UM to doubt drinking at frats
By Dan Black

served. Because those activities
Fraternities at the University were not planned by the council,
of Montana were recently asked its liability was reduced.
by the UM administration to re
In a letter sent to UM frater
consider the way alcohol is
nity presidents, Davidson ad
served at parties.
vised: "... investigate the condi
This is part of a nationwide at tion of your liability protection
tempt by universities and Greek to insure that you have alcohol
organizations to reduce the host coverage, and that your lia
chance of losing liability suits in bility protection is not voided
volving alcohol-related accidents, should the chapter do something
according to Grant Davidson, illegal, i.e. selling alcohol with
Kilmln Reporter

coordinator of Fraternity Affairs
at UM.

Only two UM fraternities,
Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma
Nu, have joined the trend and
will no longer sell alcohol at par
ties that are open to the public.

out a license or providing alco
hol to a minor. This will be
more of an issue when Montana
raises the drinking age to 21.
“Several weeks ago the Mon
tana Supreme Court extended
the liability for providers of al
coholic beverages. Although the

The Interfraternity Council
also took a stand on the issue by
prohibiting alcohol during rush
activities planned by the council.

decision did not quite extend to
social hosts, it certainly extended

to purveyors.”

MUDLUCIOUS SPECIALS
Lowenbrau Lt. & Dk.....................s3006Pack

President of the Interfraternity
Council Marcus Brady said that
by having about 300 people
come and go at a fraternity
party, “you’re playing with dy

Kenwood Vintage Red................ $37S750mi

namite,” because the organiza
tion is liable for any accidents
resulting from the party.

Check out our Regular

He said the existence of frater
nities are threatened by recent
liability suits, although none

R. Mondavi Red & White..........s60t} 1 s l
Miller/Miller Lite N.R.................... s2756pack

have been brought at UM. "We
can guarantee the lifetime of the
fraternity by taking some precau
tions,” he said.
Davidson said precautionary
trends will also help the reputa
tion of the University and the

Greeks. “We’re interested in
promoting a more responsible
Greek community,” he said.

Burger Bonanza i

LOW

Prices on Imports and Wines

Poetry 3O°/o

Open
Everyday till

off till 3/15/86

549-2127

However Winter Quarter rush
was wet, meaning alcohol was

z^==^

"I’ll get along OK,” he says,
flashing another bright grin,
“There's no problem.”

FREDDY’S

FEED AND READ |

9:00 pm

1221 Helen

Yes, Ladies and Gentlemen,
The Kaimin’s panel of operators
is hard at work and awaiting
your call. If you have news
worthy story ideas, we would
like to know about them.

Don’t hesitate — call

243-4301

CHART
YOUR
FUTURE
Become an Air Force
navigator. The demand

for

navigators
been

never

has

greater.

They mvst ba able to
outwit adversaries at

supersonic speeds. As

technology expands,
so will their role. Talk

to an Air Force recruit
er about navigator du

ty. Contact (406)

Bacon
1 $3.29
Cheeseburger 2 „ $6.49
Includes potato and the Freshtastiks Food Bar.
OHct vk luJn hiKt <» chmcbunfft. chiwet « p on >. mJ

pm cm

cm (n«n tmr bhukmt Frahrmnks RmaI B» Qmpm e»d

at

723-6631 Collect

3309

BONANZA

Brooks
Houn Sundn thru Thundav Him

A

w
1pm

FrxU\. StlunLn 11 4 m

10 p m

*■*»«« Mr
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□Opinion
Continued from page 3.

Cosmetics
Queen
EDITOR: This is an open let
ter to the Cosmetics Queen,
Ruth Patrick:
When I first came here they
were interviewing applicants for
the Dean of the Library; 1
remember seeing you around
campus, always well dressed and
sleekly groomed, and always say
ing something trendy to Kaimin
reporters about computer ter
minals, or whatever, to show
how hip you are on fashionable
library-administrator jargon.
Now you’ve been head of the
library about two years; my
main impressions of it will al
ways be of a place too noisy to
study in, and a place where the
‘collection’ of books is rapidly
shrinking, leaving only the usual
obsolescent,
musty
volumes,
many of which were published
before the turn of the century.
There are two things which are
the two very most basic things
any library must have: a decent
collection (as opposed to a ran
dom assortment) of books, and a
quiet place to study. Lately there
has always been some kind of
noise going on which has noth
ing to do with improving the li
brary for us, but only giving it a
cosmetic facelift; ask the stu
dents whether they want a new
carpet and new offices for the

staff: they’ll tell you every time
that what they want is more
books and less noise.
The current noise (it always
seems to be something) began
early last summer; there was a
brief hiatus last quarter, and
then the week before finals, you
decided it was time to make non
stop hammering and banging
while you installed a carpet. I
have not the slightest doubt
marks on finals were adversely
affected because of this; no
doubt also marks will be ad
versely affected this quarter be
cause day in and day out we
have to study to the accompani
ment of power saws, drills and
hammers.
People don’t come to the li
brary to be fashionable, or admi
re the carpet; they come to
study, because their homes, for
whatever reason, do not provide
a quiet environment. And this is
what they get. These past two
weeks the workers have been
here nights, weekends and holi
days, so we don’t even get these
times quiet. I think a lot of peo
ple are getting tired of your copouts about ‘temporary inconven
ience;’ when one of your proj
ects ends, another begins, and it
always seems to be something to
benefit the staff. You claim
funding for books and journals
has been cut, but there always
seems to be plenty of funding
for your cosmetics projects. You
claim the typewriters have been
left in disrepair, unusable, be
cause “students use them and

VILLAGE HAIR DESIGNS

wear them out.” Yes, students
read books (when they can get
them) and wear them out; they
also use typewriters. If you don’t
wish to maintain them, it’s be
cause you don’t care. At the uni
versity I transferred from, there
was a large typing room with
IBM Selectric II typewriters; the
University purchased a service
contract for them and when they
needed repairs, they called the
repairman, they didn’t cop out
by blaming us for using them.
In about ten years, if things go
as they are going now, the Li
brary will be a perfect showcase,
everything well groomed and ma
nicured, that will contain no stu
dents and no books, because you
don’t care enough about us to
give us a quiet place to study or
provide us with a decent bunch
of books to study from. It is a
good thing for you that your hir
ing was by a group of indifferent
politicians and not us, because
you have not shown a single iota
of concern for our needs in all
the time you have been here. I
wish your firing was up to us.
Tim Hannon
Junior, Journalism

The ‘Truth’
EDITOR: My roots are Eng
lish and Welsh, but I’ve never
been outside North America. I’m

From CHINA

RIVER
WITHOUT
BUOYS

54, Caucasian, twice divorced,
and have come to the conclusion
that the Moon would be a better
place to live than here, unless
you’re a female — America is
upside down and backwards.
Man’s Fall here began when
The Beatles came over with their
long hair. The girls went ba
nanas over them, forcing the
boys to copy their style or let the
non-whites take over, which they
later did: white girls embraced
the minorities in order to get
equal pay laws passed.
The sense of power gleaned by
women when the guys subordin
ated themselves to their wishes,
rapidly mushroomed into the
Women’s Liberation Movement.
But none of it would have hap
pened without the gracious sup
port of the media, which also
competed for their attention.
Politicians, too, grabbing the
opportunity for more tax reve
nue, opened the doors of equal
opportunity for them. It even be
came patriotic to hire a black
woman and date a black man;
such is the power of woman. But
the liberation movement actually
meant liberation from God.
Ethics went out the window
when President Nixon resigned
and was rewarded by his cronies.
Morals crashed when the film
“Deep Throat” got nationwide
publicity, and Jesus split when
women started wearing the
pants. Now there’s nothing left
to live for except filthy lucre.
That’s why Reagan has to have
nuclear superiority, because the
people won’t fight for this coun
try any more, except for money.
But I’ve got something to live

for, and that’s the truth. It’ll set
you free, but you must begin at
the very beginning: John 16: 11;
Jude 16,11 - 1611 KJB.
Wayne L. Johnson
16759 Meandro Court
San Diego-go, Calipornia
Jer-USA-lem 92128
Note to Editor: I want the
above epistle published in the
earliest possible issue, without
censorship and with my complete
mailing address as given. In the
past, I’ve shotgunned thousands
of letters to every state in the
Union, with publication of about
1/10th of 1% of them. Now I’m
calling in the lOUs. If this letter
isn’t published like I want, those
responsible for its rejection will
be rejected from the human race
when they’re reincarnated, for
eternity. That means they’ll have
more than two legs, and possibly
many more, according to what
they deserve.
The Kaimin welcomes expressions ot all views
from readers. Letters should be no mote than 300
words. AH Men are subject to editing and con
densation. They must include signature, mailing
address, telephone number and studerts’ year and
mayor Anonymous Mere and pseudonyms w« not
be accepted. Because ol the volume ol tellers
recawed, the Kaimin cannot guarantee publication
ol all letters, but every ellort wilt be made to print
submitted material Letters should be dropped olt
at the Kaimin otfice in the Journalism Building.
Room 206.

Pop Quiz
Answers
Continued from page 5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1958.
3.
George Orwell.
Colombo.
June 16:

IN THE EDGEWATER RED LION MOTOR INN
WHERE MEN & WOMEN
CAN ENJOY A NEW LOOK
• PRECISION CUTTING
• MANICURING
• TREND-SETTING STYLES
• ACRYLIC NAILS

NEW
Join Us for

*<728-2731

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
MICKEY
& SHERRON

Sing-A-Long

Night 7 to

100 MADISON • Within Walking Distance of The unlventty Campus

Fri.Sun.

WORD PROCESSING, ANYTIME

U-TYPE-IT
Do you have a term paper, resume or other project due?

/S

THIS YOU?

Lw I Ell

IMon.-Thurs.
I 7:00 only

Midnight

From the Makers of

Friday &
Saturday

MONTY PYTHON AND
THE

HOLY
GRAIL

At The

„Word Proceg8lng Anytiinc”

RITZ BAR

can help you!!

We Supply

★ Word Processors
★ Instruction

Featuring Honky Tonk Ragtime Piano
Come, Sing and Enjoy
Your Favorite Oldies.
Free Peanuts

CALL

721-3979

147 W. Broadway

2118 South Higgins
—24 hr. appointments available

—appointments desirable for after 6 pm,

mandatory for after midnight

—Bring your coffee cup and leave your "white-out" at home
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MON-THUR 9:15
Separate Admissions

Crystal Theatre ’'«*•

(In the back of Maxwells)

721-7522

PlJlassifieds
LUCAS, HEY tetiah! Thanx tor saving my Me
onstage and ofl You’re ft* tops) Juan 71-1

kaimin
KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
$80 par Ito* word fin*.

Adi mud be prepare 2 days prior by noon
Tranaporteeon and toil and tound ad* are Ire*
Piton* 8541
77-39

lost or found
STARVING STUDENT ***** return of bicycle teal
(amoved from Botany 3 March Only transporHBon Rahim lo UC Into Desk. No questions
_____________________________________ 714
REWARD)) LOST grey backpack with valuables
if tound pteere caH 2431364__________ 714

BOUNO MAGAZINES. Montana: The Magazine ol
Western Hiatory. tound In EEOfPeraonnel Office
Pick up Store
714

LOST PAIR corrective sunglasses 3(3(88 in the
library 2nd or 5th Door between 4:408:00 p.m
Cdl 721-4302 (Gary) or drop them off in Forestry
304
_________________________ 714
FOUND MAN'S dare ring. Call lo identity. Evenmga trier 8 6438904
704

LOST BLUE leather purse at Hubcaps on Friday
rwghl Need keys end Scene* Reward! No ques
tion* asked. CaH 2431611.
792

personals
OEAR ROLLY, Sw ahow a greet, the caa, a awe!
Yet every night I go to hell Thank* lor
everything Juan.
71-1

DONNA ANNA, my fiery fin* passion Dower
Forgets* fight keep dancing OonJuan 71-1
OCTAVIO, BREAK oft your engagement, and we'll
head tor ihe fight that will lead us home Don
Juan
71-1

SISTER ISABELLA, I only invited you lo dinner,
who are the lour pushy girls with you? I try to
arrange a quiet dinner lor two and end up toasi
(hmmm) My best. Elleno
71-1
MOTHER ABBESS, welcome back lo Iho slage
Lot's do it again, sometime soon Good luck with
your summer quest! Euan*
71-1

MOLINA. YOU are Iho finest manager in all of
Spain I’ll do tho show. Lei's do lunch Elione
P.S. I don't work with Catholics, children, or
puppets
71-1

DONNA ELVIRA, "Part angel, part vixen, all
woman " Save me II you can, love me tf you
dare Don Juan

71-1

THIS8E, YOUR hat Tonight alter Iho storm good
limes and tool kissing guaranteed Don Juan
________________________________ 71-1

CHAR LOTTA, FORGET Pierrot, you babe ol tho
brai pack. I can lake you places Sam Shephord
hasn’t even dreamed ol. Don Juan
71-1
PIERROT, ’TWOUNOS! I thought a heyday was
a chocolate bar, you noisy lollow Don Juan
71-1

THINKING OF taking tom* ten* ol, tram tcftooT

We need MOTHER’S HELPERS Houeetato
due** end cNktcare Ute in excang NEW
YORK QTY SuburtM Room board end eatory

MY DARUNG nunettes. Samantiw. Bonnie. Un
ite*. Tana, Kerry. Jufie, Denise, and Margo 8esr, you girts are the best Bungs kt sheets evert
Don Juan
71-1

THE GflGZLV Pool a reefung an eipenencad

"DON JUAN" crew - Sean, Wffierd, Paul, BIB.
Shane, Pauta, Kris, Kent and JK, you kids are
great) Thanks! Juan
71-1

tmtreetod people can apply a, parton at me
QrtzzkyPool For tortwr edonaaaon ptoaa* cat
2432783
635

MR 8UXT and Mr Saylor, a big thanks tor your
work and time. Don Juan
71-1

FLOOO 9MGATORS, no eapanano* naoaaaary
Room, board, wage* Comae, aarty (408)
466 29)8. (406) 478-3467 Near Glacier Park
_
998

ndudad 203822-0717 * 9144731926

792

•atex aerotacs natruclor to wort Spring quarter

MR LARSON, thanks kx al the red Couldn't have
done 4 without you Juan
71-1

CRUISESHIPS

DEAR WENDY, special thanks tor your attention
onmypants You are appreciated more than you
know. My lore, Juan
71-1

OUT IN Montana, a Lesbian and Gay male
organization, has a Resource Center In
Missoula We hare women's night, men’s night
and other actMUet For more mtormabon caH
7288589 between 7-10 p m. We also haw a
hotline, 7288758.____________________ 71-1

AOD COLOR to Spring Break 10 tanning visits and
a pitcher ol boor from The Brewery for $27.50
al McHall's Hair and Tanning Salon, across
Madison Are Bridge al 508 E Broadway Ph
5433344.
71-1

I’VE GOT Rylhm’s and so do youl Gel your per
sonal Bio-rythm chart showing a lull year ol men
ial, physical and emotional tythm's Send name,
address, birthdate and $9 95 Rythm's-Z, 902
Stoddard, Missoula, MT 59802
71-1
FLY TO Seattle for $50.00. Must leave belore
March 14. Call Chris al 7239038 afternoons
7,-1

NSE DECISIONS hare been made Contact Ihe
Admissions OHice lor Ihe results
70-2

SOFTBALL IS BACKI Men's, Women's. Co-Rec
softball players turn In Spring rosters by Friday,
March 7, at Campus Rec. McGM ,09. Play starts
April 1. Sign up NOW!
69-3

WANTED: MALE and female models lor Spring
Fashion Supplement Experience nol absolute
ly necessary Please bring current photo to Jour
nalism 206 and fill out a model profile For more
inlormalion call Steve al 2436541.
634
GET READY lor spring 8 tanning visits and a pit
cher from Ihe Brewery tor 524.00 at Michael's
Hair and Tanning Salon, across Madison Are
Bridge al 508 E Broadway Phone 543-3344,
631'

AIRLINES

WORD PROCESSING. Al kinds Thesssrtabtes
^ecaSMs AppoMMM. Lynn, 5490074 4037

transoortation
ROE NEEOED to Bu«a Fn or Sal Return Sun
day 7232433 ask lor Mek
714
IWIA Mp pay expenees lor a nd* to and bore
Helena Leaving March 7—retommg March 9
Carol $498470
704

naaraaervic* (916) 944 4444 ext ,17

666

for sale
AITKEN 913C High Performance Satooard Brand
new $400 2730211 eves. 2438445 weekdays
Ask lor Tony
71-1

COMBINATION FLUORESCENT fights and dock
with ScMb Beer logo $10.00.721-0188 793

FAST, ACCURATE. Verna Brown

$43-3782

702
TYPING

Resumes a* Results
Term Paper*. Reporta and Lenar*
Arrow Secretarial $42-0324, 110 E Broadway
«5,4
795

CLOSE TO UnN Furnished efficiency aval thru
Spring Qtr Al uWtoea ind. $220 month Cal
Ctork Fork Realty, 7284621
67-9

roommates needed
NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE needed BeauWte
houee. out d smog. $119. 2536431
792
MALE ROOMMATE to share house with same
$125, to utitowe 5438446 or 5498074 after 4
pm
794

MRMGI Summer,

career, owerteat' Cal tor Quid*. Careen*

for rent
FEMALE — THREE bedroom apartment $117, to
uMtoee On buakw 728-4554 .
698

FOOO SERVICE meals lor sale Contact Don —
243-1043 Anytime.
704

NON SMOKING ROOMMATE needed to share 3
bdr house Beginning April 1 $160 per month
indudes al utwnes Cal 5498307 alter 6 p.m.
792

scholarship
WANT $5000 lo $8000 FOR COLLEGE? Are you
a treshman or sophomore under age 22 wdh a
GPA more than 2,5, cal 2434769 lor intormabon about ROTC Scholarship
61-15

TOCHER STEREO, orig. $2300, asking much
less 721-1849, Sievo
68-4

No one faces

cancer alone.

PROFESSIONAL typing Debtee. 273OBI1

693

EXPERIENCED IBM typing. convenient. $437010
698

TYPING, GRAPHICS. Printing—Fast—Inexpen
sive Near campus Serendipity Ventures,
728-7171.
68-9

WORD PROCESSING—Experienced typist.
549-3445.
60-16
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958

61-17

SHAMROCK SECRETARIAL SERVICES
For AH Your Typing Needs
251-3628
251-3904
44-32

198S BICYCLES ON SALE during March! Cannon
dale, Peugeot. Nishiki 10-speeds as low as
$139.95. Braxton Bike Shop. 2100 South
Avenue Wosl, 549-2513 Now open Sundays
Noon-5 p.m.
71-2

I

PEUGEOT “ORIENT EXPRESS" mountain bikes
are here* Chromoly frame. XC Sport derailleurs
and rear brake $349.95 Braxton Bike Shop.
2100 South Avenue Wosl, 549-2513.
71-2

YESIWE RENT BICYCLES by me hour, day, or
week Mountain, louring, commuting Braxton
Bike Shop, 2100 South Avenue Wosl,
540-2513 now open Sundays. Noon SCO p.m
71-2

Z x
J/

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY*
This space contributed

as a public service

x x
\

help wanted
OVERSEAS JOBS
Summer, yr. round. Europe.
S Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $9092000
mo Sightseeing Free into Write UC, PO Box
52-MT2, Corona Dei Mar. CA 92825.
67-1

1

Coors Lite
sjoo

Strohs

,
* L/jfe

Beer ^o$ r?
75C Draft

"Canadas over the Plntlars”

Joe Thornbrugh

"Canadas over the Plntlars," an original painting by
Montana artist Joe Thornbrugh selected (or reproduction as
the state’s 1986 "waterfowl stamp", will be displayed at the

Chandler Gallery March 1 through March 13.
Paintings of all the other finalists in the waterfowl stamp
competition — Steve Elliott, Marilyn Hughes, Ron Jenkins.

Bob Story, Robert Neaves, Dave Maloney, and Jim Wantulok
also will be displayed

BRUCE BURNS

Meet the Artists, Saturday
March 8, 1*6 p.m.

W. Front

Missoula

PHANDLEP
VamxsIV

HUNGRY HOUR - FRIDAY 5 pm - 8 pm
FREE NACHOS — SPECIAL DRINK PRICES
_____________________ /

at
130

DO THE “GRIZZLY GROOVE” WITH

721-5555

DOWNSTAIRS

>_____________________

fV’WWOK,
Metton Restaurant

*
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Plane crash victim said plane company unsafe, fiance says
WASHINGTON (AP) - Be
fore Arrow Air flight attendant
Ruthie Vargo Phillips perished in
the Newfoundland plane crash
that killed 256 people in Decem
ber, “She said several times that
she was afraid of the airplanes
and was going to resign,” her fi

In Washington eight months
later, he received a telephone call
from his fiancee at McCord Air
Force Base at Takoma, Wash.,
where she was preparing to join
a military charter flight to the

Middle East.
Hood told a Senate Permanent
Investigations
Subcommittee
ance recalls.
Daniel E. Hood, who had hearing Thursday that Ms. Phil
planned to marry Ms. Phillips lips mentioned that the Arrow
next May, had his own qualms Air DC-8 had a “bad engine”
about his job as a pilot for that caused it to backfire. But
she told him it would not be re
Arrow Air.
Weary from flying as much as paired until the plane had re
18 or 20 hours at a time, and turned from Cairo with a peace
worried about what he calls keeping contingent of U.S. Army
Arrow Air’s “marginal mainte paratroops heading home to Fort
nance” of its planes, Hood quit Campbell, Ky.
“Why don’t you just quit and
the small, Miami-based charter
get off the airline now?” Hood
airline in April 1985.

rWeekend

Meetings
Az', metis Monday through Friday from 12 to I
in the Basement of the Ark.
Ootreaters Anonymous meeting Saturday at the

Lifeboat at 10 a.m.
Second Wind Reading Scries will present readings
of fiction and poetry at 305 Forestry on the UM
campus. This week’s readers arc Shelley Sanders
and William Pitt Root. Readings are presented
every Sunday at 7 p.m. For more information,
call Nancy Hunter. 549-6974.
“The Demography of Biological Reserves" will
be Daniel Goodman’s topic at a Mathematics

Colloquim to be held today at 3 p.m, in Room
109 of the Math building.
Big Game Count. The National Bison Range Big

Game Count has been rescheduled for Saturday,
March 8. Those wishing to participate in this

year’s count, please sign-up outside Forestry 304.
The bus will lease at 8 a.m. sharp outside the Sci
ence Complex.
SUMMIT is an Independent Living Center for
people with disabilities. It needs volunteers and

log describing each class and containing details
on dates, cost and lodging, write to P.O. Box
117, Yellowstone National Park. Wyoming,

82190.
Northern Plains Resource Council seminars
Friday: 9 a.m.. English W1I5. Intro to Poetry,

The National Institute for the Foodservice In
dustry is awarding scholarships lor the 1986-87
school year. The deadline for applications is

Yellowstone Classes

credit for summer field courses. For a free cata

I

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU.

Bookstore.

contact the Financial Aids Office.

The University of Montana will again cooperate
with the Yellowstone Institute to offer academic

Registration bills will be
distributed Tuesday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday in the
University Center Ballroom to
students who preregistered for
Spring Quarter classes. Stu
dents who didn’t preregister
must register for classes
March 31 in McGill Hall.

NAVY LAW -

OF MONTANA FORUM at the UC.
The 12th Annual Benefit Spaghetti Feed, Auction
and Dance will be held Saturday, March 8 at 6:30
p.m. at the Loyola-Sacred Heart Gym. 320 Edith.
Tickets are S6 in advance and 57 at the door.
Read, Rishiri’s, Eli’s, Worden’s, and the UC

p.m., Monday through Friday.
“Energy Futures Forum” Which

the University Center.

period, ask Arrow Air for a re
placement pilot and be told that
“if I did not continue to fly, Ar
row’s (military charter) contracts

Registration

H

I p.m., EVST 304, Conservation, Natural and
Human Resources, LAI I. ENERGY FUTURES

Jude or Larry at 728-1630 between 8 a.m. and 4

and regulation is being held today at I p.m. at

a seatless cargo compartment to
use another lavatory at the front
of the plane.
Hood said that on several oc
casions, he would exceed federal
regulations limiting pilots to 12
hours’ flying time in any 24-hour

LA 139, "Western Poetry."
Jour. 270, Beginning Reporting, J2II. "Ag.

will offer orientation and training programs
March 10 and 13. For more information, contact

Direction

Oakland, Calif.
Four days later, Ms. Phillips
was killed when the four-engine
jetliner crashed shortly after
takeoff from a refueling stop at
Gander, Newfoundland. There
were no survivors.
A Canadian government board
is investigating, and Arrow Air
suspended passenger service Feb.
11 at the same time it filed for
protection
against
creditors
under Chapter 11 of the federal
bankruptcy code. A few days
earlier, the Air Force had tempo
rarily suspended its passenger
charter contract with Arrow Air.
Arrow Air executives deny they
operated an unsafe airline.
Hood, who now is a Pan
American World Airways pilot,
also told the committee of some
personal experiences that led to
his resignation from Arrow Air.
He said he flew a plane with
the aircraft number 707PD,

which Arrow Air pilots nicknam would be canceled and everyone
ed “pre-death” because it always at Arrow would lose their jobs.”
“This type of pressure on pilots
had maintenance problems.
One Arrow Air plane he was is intolerable,” Hood said, add
flying lost all hydraulic fluid in ing that he had flown some work
the system that operates the wing days lasting more than 20 hours.
flaps and landing gear, and
Another former Arrow Air
Hood said that for a while he
pilot, Michael Sanjenis, told
was unable to lock the right
senators that under these circum
main landing gear into place
stances, it is “quite common”
using an emergency, manually
for all three pilots to fall asleep
operated backup system.
in the cockpit on long interna
On one trans-Atlantic flight,
tional flights, while their plane is
Hood said, the rear lavatory
on automatic pilot. They must
serving 94 passengers was not be awakened by cabin atten
working, so Arrow Air ordered
dants.
portable oxygen bottles made
available to passengers who were
led by flight attendants through

Crisis Press Conference."
12:10 p.m., Eng. 375. Montana Writers, RH 202

Scholarships
The Montana Chiropractic Association will award
a 5500 scholarship. Applications arc due April 1.
For more information and application forms,

Should We Take? A public forum on the direc
tion that Montana and the Pacific Northwest
should lake regarding energy supply, conservation

suggested. She said no, she was
“going to make one last flight”
and resign as soon as the plane
arrived at its final destination at

April 1. For more information and application
forms, contact the Financial Aids Office.

Tbday’s competition for your
own legal practice is STIFF!
After law school, you will have a
practice waiting. The Navy’s JAG
student program may be for you!
You must be:

The Mu and Nu Chapters of Alpha Delta Kappa
are selecting the recipient of the Jean Eller Me
morial Scholarship, a 5450 scholarship. Applica

tions are due by March 15. For more information
and application forms, contact the Financial Aids
Office.

University Center Programming Presenb

ARTS & CRAFTS

• A US Citizen
• At least 21, but not have
reached 35
• Physically qualified
• Taken the LSAT
• A college student in the last
year of study toward a Bacca
laureate Degree or a Law
Student in any year of Law
School

Ensure yourself a guaranteed
practice while in Law School.
For more information call

Navy recruiting District. Seattle
7500 SAND POINT WAY N E

NAVAL STATION. BLDG

[March 13,141

SEATTLE

30

WA 98115

(206) 526-30-43

[9 am ■ 5 pml

TOLL FREE
1-800-562-4009 WITHIN WA

IIC Mall

1-800-426-3626 OUTSIDE WA

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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